


 

 
 
 
 

NOTICE OF 
A SUBDIVISION AND DEVELOPMENT 

APPEAL BOARD HEARING 

DATE:                 Thursday, October 1, 2020 

PLACE:               Council Chambers, 1st Floor 
                                               City Hall - 910 - 4th Avenue South 
 

TIME:                  6:00 p.m. 
 

AGENDA: 

1. CALL TO ORDER 
 

PRESENTATIONS: 

2.1 6:00 p.m. 
SDAB No. 2020-05 
APPEAL OF REFUSAL OF DEVELOPMENT APPLICATION 12253 

 
Appellant:      Andrea Seright 
 
Address:  4-5 3287 32 Street North 

 
To expand an existing fitness facility into two additional bays 

 
Land Use District: I-B 













APPLICATION NO.
Land Use Bylaw 5700 DEV12253

DEVELOPMENT PERMIT APPLICATION - REFUSED

District: I-BAddress: 4 3287 32 ST N
1311960;4Legal:

District: I-BAddress: 5 3287 32 ST N
1311960;5Legal:

403-849-7420Phone:Applicant: SERIGHT, ANDREA
LETHBRIDGE ABAddress:

Proposed A request to expand an existing fitness facility into two additional bays for an additional  328.5m2
(3536 sq ft) for the purpose of 'Fitness Facility' and a request for an additional 13 off street
parking spaces.

Development

I-B BUSINESS INDUSTRIALDistrict

Land Use FITNESS FACILITY - DISCRETIONARY

REASONS FOR REFUSAL
1. A further parking waiver of 13 spaces is excessive.

INFORMATIVE:
A further parking waiver of 13 spaces is required to permit expansion of the "fitness facility" use into units 4 and 5. A total of 4
spaces have been previously waived for approved uses in adjacent units, including the bay the "fitness facility" currently
occupies. To permit the expansion of the "fitness facility" use into these two units would require a total waiver of 17 spaces.
According to the approved site plan from the original development approval (DEV04344) the parking supply for the entire
building with the approved uses is 23 spaces. A further waiver of 13 space, for a total of 17 spaces waived, is equal to a
waiver of 74% of the supply (17 spaces/23 spaces = 0.739). This is an extensive parking waiver an cannot be supported.

In design review of the original site and building development in June of 2012, the developer was cautioned that the parking
supply did not provide any surplus for the future, and more parking intensive land uses. The developer knowingly chose and
applied for "Building Trade & Contractor" and "Warehouse, Wholesale" land uses which have some of the least parking
intensive requirements. This allowed the building to be larger than it could have been had it been designed to accommodate
more parking intensive uses, with more parking spaces or surplus spaces being provided on the property.

In evaluating a parking waiver, the development authority must consider the capacity for the surrounding area to absorb the
waived parking. There is on-street parking available along 32 St N, but what is the expectation with respect to use of the
on-street parking. The development authority notes the building has a total of 7 owned condominium units. Each of these
units, their respective owners, and uses/tenants should have access to parking on the property. If the building were one
single unit with no division of bays, uses, or owners then the impact of a waiver would be on the building occupant and not a
collective group.

In 2017 an application (DEV09000) was refused by the Development Officer for the previous 'fitness facility' to expand into
bay 4, with a request for a further parking waiver of 6 spaces. The decision of the Development Officer was appealed and the
decision of the Subdivision and Development Appeal Board was to deny the appeal and the refusal decision was upheld.

Decision Date
Aug 24, 2020



APPLICATION NO.
Land Use Bylaw 5700 DEV12253

DEVELOPMENT PERMIT APPLICATION - REFUSED

Development.
ANGELA OLSENAuthority

STATUTORY PLANS
The SSRP and applicable municipal statutory plans were considered in rendering this decision.

APPEALS
The applicant has the right to appeal this decision to the Subdivision and Development Appeal Board.  An appeal shall contain a statement of the
grounds of appeal and shall be delivered either personally or by Registered Mail so as to reach the Secretary of the Subdivision and Development 
Appeal Board not later than twenty-one (21) days after the decision date indicated on the  Development Permit or 'Development Permit Application 
 - Refused' letter.

FOIP
The personal information provided as part of this permit is collected under the Alberta Municipal Government Act and in accordance with section 
33(c) of the Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act. The information is required and will be used for issuing permits, Land Use By-law 
5700 compliance verification and monitoring, and property assessment purposes. The name of the permit holder and the nature of the permit is
available to the public upon request and may be revealed in public appeal processes.
If you have questions about the collection or use of the personal information provided, please contact Information Management at 910 4 Ave S
Lethbridge, AB, T1J 0P6 or phone at (403) 329-7329, or email developmentservices@lethbridge.ca.

Application No.     DEV12253
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Submission to the
Subdivision and

Development Appeal Board  

Sept 29th 2020



To the board:

In this document you will find photos, links to videos,
and letters from the community regarding our appeal.  

Our wish that through the testimonies from
neighbouring businesses, letters from our community
and various pictures/videos/links that you will grant a
parking waiver for the next 5 years. 

We are committed to working with city to update these
parking minimums and to update the category that
gymnastics clubs belong to. 

We look forward to a positive discussion on Thursday
October 1st.  

Sincerely ,

Jamie Ellacott & Andrea Seright
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The above photos are the front of the building where
there are 16 spots available

PHOTOS
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The above photos are the back of the building where there
are 10 spots available. 

In the letter of refusal, it states that there are 23
parking spots available in our space and that is
incorrect. 
There are 26 total spots. 



The following link is to our change.org petition. 
It has signatures and comments from over 80 people. 
http://chng.it/rSnGnCjKbG

The next link is to a news story along with article published last week. 
https://globalnews.ca/news/7357296/gymnastics-company-lethbridge-
parking-waiver/

This link it to an article in the Lethbridge Herald 
https://lethbridgeherald.com/news/lethbridge-news/2020/09/26/gymnastics-
academy-seeking-support-to-overturn-city-parking-policy/

IMPORTANT
LINKS & NOTES

We have had in depth conversations with 3 different
councillors from the City of Lethbridge whom all have
expressed unwavering support for our expansion. 

We have the entirety of the Lethbridge Chamber of
Commerce standing behind us in support of our growing
business.  

The first link is to a time-lapse video on Wednesday September 23rd. It is
one of our busier evening classes with  athletes arriving from 4:20-4:35. 
14 kids being dropped off in a 15 min time span. There are 8 vehicles that
come and leave, one parent stays in her vehicle because she was on her
phone. 
https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=2791932434464068



This is our proposed floor plan for our equipment. Gymnastics
equipment takes up a lot of space. 
Our current occupancy is 50. We are not seeking to increase
that. We simply want to have the correct size of equipment for our
athletes to train on.  

FLOOR PLAN



NEIGHBOURING
BUSINESS SUPPORT



NEIGHBOURING
BUSINESS SUPPORT

To whom it may concern,

We are the owners of Unit #7, 3287 32nd Street North ( K9 Klippery).

We are in favor of the expansion of the existing gymnastics club into two additional bays. We
understand that this requires a further parking waiver of 13 spaces located at 3-4 3287 32 Street
North and we are in full support of this. 
We are open 8:30am-5pm Monday-Friday. 

We also understand that they are not seeking any additional occupancy which means that the
expansion would be allowing the current members to participate in gymnastics in a larger space.
While this means that there is more space used, it does not mean that more parking will be
used. 

We have never experienced a problem with parking. We have a number of staff and due to us
also being a drop off and pick up business, our staff park on the street to leave our stalls in front
of our business open for customers. 

As a business owner in the same building, we support Lethbridge Gymnastics Academy in their
expansion and ask that the appeal board grant the parking waiver. This will not interfere with the
amenities of the neighbourhood, it will add to it. This will not interfere with or affect the use or
value of neighbouring properties.

Should you require any additional clarification or information, please do not hesitate to call us at
(306) 628-8118. 
Best regards,Ervin and Michelle Ausmus  sheler1@hotmail.com



NEIGHBOURING
BUSINESS SUPPORT



September 26, 2020

To whom may concern:
Lethbridge Gymnastics Academy expansion appeal:

Andrea Seright, as well as the other coaches at Lethbridge Gymnastics academy (LGA)
have become like family for myself and my son Rowan in a very short period of time. They have
welcomed us into their facility with open arms every Friday morning with a smile. I am so
confident with these wonderful people around my young impressionable son, who has been
greatly affected in his social development due to the covid-19 pandemic. He has not been able
to
be social or out of the house much in a very crucial developmental stage in his life. He is
petrified of most people outside the home, as he has been stuck in the house since March.
However, since we started to go to classes at LGA, he has become the fun rambunctious and
friendly child he used to be. My husband and I have noticed a large improvement on his
language, listening skills, and body literacy since our time with LGA. Rowan gladly goes to the
gym and goes running in like he owns the place, and interacts with all the staff, children, and
other parents. This is something that he hasn’t done in months due to the lack of socialization
and contact he has had.

The city of Edmonton removed minimum parking requirements on July 2, 2020. Mayor
Don Iveson said, “We are leading the way in passing a policy that contributes to changing the
way our city will grow from here” (Ramsay 2020). Edmonton is the first Canadian city to make
this change, they started this revolution to remove “economic barriers to new homes and
businesses” this change has brought the city “flexibility in how businesses and homeowners
meet their parking needs” (Ramsay 2020). I personally think that this a step in the right direction
that Lethbridge’s zoning bylaws should be making. It promotes businesses to expand when
parking restriction may have been holding them back from obtaining a further occupancy license.
This idea of removing or loosening the parking requirements on small businesses like LGA,
promotes growth in our local economy. This growth is greatly needed right now due to the
effects of the shutdowns and rule changes that have come from Covid-19.

Forcing parking minimums on small businesses like LGA can “leave less room for other
uses such as housing” (Filipowicz and Lafleur 2020). Especially in such a new area like where
LGA is located. Denying their occupancy permit will cause more sprawl as it encourages the
construction of another unnecessary parking lot or will force them to move to another building.
A new building will have to have a giant concrete parking lot which will sit empty as it is not
necessary for their business demographics. 

LETTER #1 



This kind of behaviour will create an “artificial scarcity of land in urban neighbourhoods”
(Filipowicz and Lafleur 2020). This scarcity of land can “prevent the supply of housing units from
keeping up with demand, in turn pushing up home prices and rent” (Filipowicz and Lafleur 2020).
This once again will negatively affect our local economy and prevent new businesses as well as
families to come to Lethbridge due to the extreme housing prices due to our urban sprawl.

Since moving to Lethbridge, I have noticed a large amount of commercial properties that
sit empty and unused. I feel as though a removal of parking restrictions could bring some new
types of businesses to these empty buildings that may not have been able to utilize them with
thecurrent parking bylaws. This current bylaw is dishearting to those business owners like
Andrea that want to grow their business to the best it can be but gets kicked down at the final
steps ofexpansion. She has rented, renovated, and furnished this beautiful new facility for our
children to be able to learn in. 
A few parking places should not hinder LGA’s success in our community.

Sincerely
Emily Boutilier and the Boutilier family.

Citations:
Filipowicz, Josef, and Steve Lafleur. “BLOG: It&#39;s Time for Canadian Cities to Eliminate
Minimum Parking Requirements.” Fraser Institute, 8 July 2020,
www.fraserinstitute.org/blogs/it-s-time-for-canadian-cities-to-eliminate-minimum-parking-
requirements. 

Ramsay, Caley. “Edmonton Removes Minimum Parking Requirements City-Wide.” Global
News, Global News, 25 June 2020, globalnews.ca/news/7101796/edmonton-removes-
minimum-parking-requirements/. 

Therien, Eloise. “Lethbridge Gymnastics Company Denied Parking Waiver, Expansion Put on
Hold.” Global News, Global News, 24 Sept. 2020,
globalnews.ca/news/7357296/gymnastics-company-lethbridge-parking-
waiver/?fbclid=IwAR2P5kVVmf2D-TyQFJB14YHOPXeRWZMPBBObxs-
I4h7eJCkNa7C8_zL_X2g.

LETTER #1 CONTINUED



To whom it may concern,

I am writing in support of Lethbridge Gymnastics Academy in their application for a waiver
regarding the parking for their planned expansion. 

I have been a parent at the gym since they opened their current location and it is obvious that
the gym needs to expand into a bigger space. The number of students has grown as well as
those students skills. They need the space to allow their skills to flourish. 
There has never been an issue with parking. I have always been able to park, drop off or pick up
my child. Myself and the other parents rarely, if ever stay, and use a parking space for more then
5 minutes during the whole process. 
I strongly believe that more parking spots are not necessary since they are not used by the
students. 

To deny LGA the chance to expand because of parking would be a huge disservice to the
students, coaches and parents. This organization provides such a safe and caring place for
children to grow and learn about themselves physically and mentally. 

If you have any further questions please don’t hesitate to contact me. 

Christy Biggin, 403-915-3290

LETTER #2



Lethbridge,  September 23rd 2020
Subject: expansion request for L.G.A.

My name is Catherine Senecal and my sons go to L.G.A. once a week. I am happy to report that I
need not show up in advance to get a parking spot at the door. I even have many parking
choices. The street parking is abundant as well.

I have done gymnastics most of my childhood. I’ve been to camps with a strong gymnastics
background in Ontario and Quebec. It’s really a sport that benefits and strives most in big open
spaces. My eldest son is 4 and has been in gymnastics since he’s been 18 months. L.G.A. is the
3 rd gym we’ve been to and the one that’s needed the most an expansion of the space inside
(not parking).

It’s a narrow space for so much equipment. Things have to be shuffled around during class and
it’s a waste of time for the staff and the kids. The staff make it work as best they can but it’s
easy to imagine how much more pleasant it would be for everyone involved if the expansion
happened. The parking is not an issue right now and the expansion wouldn’t increase their
capacity so it won’t be a problem in the future either.

Despite the small space, they have been the ones to impress me the most with they’re
program, varied schedule and learning approach. L.G.A. have a wonderful kid friendly approach
and they really read into each kid’s needs and learning method. It is truly touching how much
they care and how much energy they put into every class. They take care of the children kindly,
positively and energetically. Truly, they do wonders with their talents and devotion but they
need the space to do it comfortably. Their devotion to better the community and reach out to
as many children as possible is remarkable.

If need be, the parents can park in the nearby street. Keep in mind that most just drop off their
kids and come back for pick up.

From a parent who just loves and believes in what L.G.A. is doing and can see how they could
do so much more, please, do not stop the expansion for parking rules. It will clearly be fine and
worth it.

Best regards,
Catherine Senecal,
Alexandre Lemay &amp;
Henri and Jules Lemay

LETTER #3



Dear Mayor Spearman & board

I am writing to express my support for Lethbridge Gymnastics Academy’s request to obtain a permit for
their expansion. Their services make a real difference to the children, young people and adults of
Lethbridge.

I was saddened to hear that Lethbridge’s Gymnastics Academy’s request for an expansion has been
denied. Their programs operate at different times throughout the day and they have small class sizes.
My daughter has been attending Lethbridge Gymnastic Academy since November of last year and
absolutely loves Coach Jaime and Coach Andrea. The coaches take their time to engage with the
students individually and provide support when needed. She has fallen in love with gymnastics and her
coaches so much that she has now moved into their competitive program. She attends the gym on
Wednesday from 5-7pm and on Sundays from 2-4pm. I have never had an issue with parking at her
pick-up or drop off times. We do not stay to watch her practice but do like to sneak a peak for the last 5
minutes.

The current space that they are utilizing is smaller than most gymnastic clubs that I have visited and
feel that the children would benefit from a larger space. This would enable equipment to be stay in
place instead of having to be moved/stored for their classes.

I ask that you listen to the voices of the children, young people and families of Lethbridge that all love
and support Lethbridge Gymnastics Academy and their request for an expansion.
Please approve their appeal for the expansion.

Sincerely;

Krystal Eves

LETTER #4



LETTER #5



LETTER #5 CONTINUED



LETTER #6
September 22nd, 2020
To Whom It May Concern;

I am writing to you today, as a local taxpayer but more importantly as a Mom of 3 beautiful, active
girls who belong to a community they love; Lethbridge Gymnastics Academy. This is a facility that
offers much needed community programming for all ages in our society. 

Our journey with LGA began over a year ago, when my youngest daughter Emslea, age 5 joined
their preschool gymnastics program. We instantly fell in love with Jamie and Andrea, who welcomed
us with open arms and made a genuine effort to get to know us as individuals, not just patrons of
their business.

Along with gymnastics, my daughter Emslea has participated in day camps and one-time activities
such as the delightful “Tea with Elsa and Anna”. Emslea is currently participating in the Friday
afternoon Kinder - gym program (12:30 – 2:00 pm).
This year my older daughters, Brynnley age 12 and Callie age 10 have become part of the LGA
family having joined their new Trampoline and Tumbling program. We have sought out this specific
class since the void was created with the closure of the University of Lethbridge’s facility. We are
thrilled to have Trampoline and Tumbling available at LGA. The girls spend each Tuesday from 6:45
– 8:15 pm here.

Lethbridge Gymnastics Academy is not your ordinary gym or studio. Andrea and Jamie mentor and
encourage individuals from a young age to be open, forward thinking, and genuine. They are not the
type of owners (like some we have encountered) who solely hire out their programming, to busy too
invest in the members directly contributing to their livelihood. They are proud, local, small business
entrepreneurs who can be found hands on coaching and leading LGA to be an inclusive, kind and
caring space. 
On our first visit, on our nametags, I was pleasantly surprised to see he/she/they pronouns identified
and encouraged here. Andrea and Jamie are not just content on building competitive athletes and
winning trophies. More important victories include making healthy choices, fostering positive body
image and choosing quality over quantity. When we began programming at LGA, Jamie and Andrea
were not my friends. They were not my village. Yet, when our family returned from Mexico at the
beginning of COVID chaos in March to a mandatory 14-day quarantine, Andrea and Jamie were one
of the first to reach out to us with an offer for a Costco run. Every time one of the girls has had to
miss a class, they have offered for them a complimentary make up time – literally at no cost to our
family – even if the absence was our decision because they understand the juggling families do
everyday. Goodness deserves good so I emphatically share with you, I have never, ever had a
concern with parking.



LETTER #6 CONTINUED

Again, to be clear and concise, I have never ever had a concern with parking at Lethbridge Gymnastics
Academy. Issues with facilitating drop off and pick up for my 3 daughters throughout the week had
actually never even crossed my mind until I heard recently that the City of Lethbridge has denied their
much-needed expansion. I have always found a parking space available (and I drive a large, boxy
Volkswagen Atlas SUV). To make it organized and safer, recently the parking lot has been identified as
one-way travel around the building (a brilliant addition) and rear parking spaces have recently been
clearly outlined. With these improvements, I cannot fathom a parking issue being the deciding factor on
the expansion of this awesome place. In my experience adults hardly remain on site during classes –
unless they are participating in their Grown Up and Me Program (note the use of the word Grown up, in
lieu of Parent as another example of their inclusiveness).
 
I can attest to the fact that the facility is conveniently located as it allows me to attend to run in for a
bottle of Conditioner at Walmart (you never have enough with 3 girls), grab a prescription at Shoppers,
pick up last minute groceries at Sobey’s, or for the love of my sanity, stop for a coffee at the nearby Tim
Hortons, alone. 

Very specifically, at the bottom of this letter I have included photos of my recent
Tuesday (9/22) evening drop off. At this time, multiple classes were overlapping, more than 1 staff
member was at work and yet I still counted 18 open parking spaces not including the plethora of off-
street parking adjacent to the lot of this facility. I believe to my knowledge, that to facilitate the
expansion of Lethbridge Gymnastics Academy they require 27 parking spaces and only currently have
26. I implore you to use common sense and consider that as a Mom, I have 2 daughters participating in
the same program at the same time. (Seriously, sometimes it is about sanity, and saving that extra trip!).

I have witnessed many families in the programs we have participated in, who do have siblings, cousins
and their child’s besties all registered in the same program. Because let us face it, going back to “the
village” concept, co-programming and carpooling are methods of survival in our current “constant on
the go society”. I cannot realistically see a situation where all 26 stalls would be occupied at once, let
alone the difference of the one space totalling 27. 



LETTER #6 CONTINUED

Also, I would offer that LGA is a health and fitness facility – so I strongly believe that if push came to
shove, the members utilizing this facility would choose to park in the off-street parking and walk the (20
second) short distance if it means the difference between growing Lethbridge Gymnastics Academy or
losing it. The importance of this facility and LGA’s community programming surely outweighs the red
tape of being short 1 parking stall.

With gratitude for LGA and Jamie and Andrea, and with hope for common sense to prevail in this appeal
process, I end by sharing that in the current era of COVID-19 when sport co-horts are set at 1 per athlete
and kids must excruciatingly chose one hobby over another; and for safety many parents are being
forced to limit their kids socialization much to the child’s chagrin, I believe it speaks volumes that my 3
daughters have chosen LGA as their current safe space.



LETTER #7
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COMMENTS
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CHANGE.ORG
COMMENTS

This comment was posted in response to one of our
videos on our facebook page  



Please know that as a locally owned,
family business we are committed to
continue to provide a safe, welcoming
environment for our community.

Thank you in advance for supporting
Lethbridge Gymnastics Academy as
we grow and give back to the
incredible city we believe Lethbridge
is.  

We have so much to offer and with an
expanded space we can make those
dreams come true.  

403-393-2062

lethbridgegymnastics@gmail.com

www.lethbridgegymnastics.com



September 22nd, 2020 

To Whom It May Concern; 

I am writing to you today, as a local taxpayer but more importantly as a Mom of 3 beautiful, active girls 

who belong to a community they love; Lethbridge Gymnastics Academy. This is a facility that offers 

much needed community programming for all ages in our society.  

Our journey with LGA began over a year ago, when my youngest daughter Emslea, age 5 joined their 

preschool gymnastics program. We instantly fell in love with Jamie and Andrea, who welcomed us with 

open arms and made a genuine effort to get to know us as individuals, not just patrons of their business. 

Along with gymnastics, my daughter Emslea has participated in day camps and one‐time activities such 

as the delightful “Tea with Elsa and Anna”.  Emslea is currently participating in the Friday afternoon 

Kinder ‐ gym program (12:30 – 2:00 pm). 

This year my older daughters, Brynnley age 12 and Callie age 10 have become part of the LGA family 

having joined their new Trampoline and Tumbling program. We have sought out this specific class since 

the void was created with the closure of the University of Lethbridge’s facility. We are thrilled to have 

Trampoline and Tumbling available at LGA. The girls spend each Tuesday from 6:45 – 8:15 pm here. 

Lethbridge Gymnastics Academy is not your ordinary gym or studio. Andrea and Jamie mentor and 

encourage individuals from a young age to be open, forward thinking, and genuine. They are not the 

type of owners (like some we have encountered) who solely hire out their programming, to busy too 

invest in the members directly contributing to their livelihood. They are proud, local, small business 

entrepreneurs who can be found hands on coaching and leading LGA to be an inclusive, kind and caring 

space. On our first visit, on our nametags, I was pleasantly surprised to see he/she/they pronouns 

identified and encouraged here.  Andrea and Jamie are not just content on building competitive athletes 

and winning trophies. More important victories include making healthy choices, fostering positive body 

image and choosing quality over quantity. When we began programming at LGA, Jamie and Andrea were 

not my friends. They were not my village. Yet, when our family returned from Mexico at the beginning 

of COVID chaos in March to a mandatory 14‐day quarantine, Andrea and Jamie were one of the first to 

reach out to us with an offer for a Costco run. Every time one of the girls has had to miss a class, they 

have offered for them a complimentary make up time – literally at no cost to our family – even if the 

absence was our decision because they understand the juggling families do everyday. Goodness 

deserves good so I emphatically share with you, I have never, ever had a concern with parking.  

Again, to be clear and concise, I have never ever had a concern with parking at Lethbridge Gymnastics 

Academy. Issues with facilitating drop off and pick up for my 3 daughters throughout the week had 

actually never even crossed my mind until I heard recently that the City of Lethbridge has denied their 

much‐needed expansion. I have always found a parking space available (and I drive a large, boxy 

Volkswagen Atlas SUV). To make it organized and safer, recently the parking lot has been identified as 

one‐way travel around the building (a brilliant addition) and rear parking spaces have recently been 

clearly outlined. With these improvements, I cannot fathom a parking issue being the deciding factor on 

the expansion of this awesome place. In my experience adults hardly remain on site during classes – 

unless they are participating in their Grown Up and Me Program (note the use of the word Grown up, in 

lieu of Parent as another example of their inclusiveness). I can attest to the fact that the facility is 



conveniently located as it allows me to attend to run in for a bottle of Conditioner at Walmart (you 

never have enough with 3 girls), grab a prescription at Shoppers, pick up last minute groceries at Sobey’s 

(I should have a weekly meal plan) or for the love of my sanity, stop for a coffee at the nearby Tim 

Hortons, alone. Very specifically, at the bottom of this letter I have included photos of my recent 

Tuesday (9/22) evening drop off. At this time, multiple classes were overlapping, more than 1 staff 

member was at work and yet I still counted 18 open parking spaces not including the plethora of off‐

street parking adjacent to the lot of this facility. I believe to my knowledge, that to facilitate the 

expansion of Lethbridge Gymnastics Academy they require 27 parking spaces and only currently have 

26. I implore you to use common sense and consider that as a Mom, I have 2 daughters participating in 

the same program at the same time. (Seriously, sometimes it is about sanity, and saving that extra trip!). 

I have witnessed many families in the programs we have participated in, who do have siblings, cousins 

and their child’s besties all registered in the same program. Because let us face it, going back to “the 

village” concept, co‐programming and carpooling are methods of survival in our current “constant on 

the go society”. I cannot realistically see a situation where all 26 stalls would be occupied at once, let 

alone the difference of the one space totalling 27.  Also, I would offer that  LGA  is a health and fitness 

facility – so I strongly believe that if push came to shove,  the members utilizing this facility would 

choose to park in the off‐street parking and walk the (20 second) short distance if it means the 

difference between growing Lethbridge Gymnastics Academy or losing it. The importance of this facility 

and LGA’s community programming surely outweighs the red tape of being short 1 parking stall.  

With gratitude for LGA and Jamie and Andrea, and with hope for common sense to prevail in this appeal 

process, I end by sharing that in the current era of COVID‐19 when sport co‐horts are set at 1 per athlete 

and kids must excruciatingly chose one hobby over another; and for safety many parents are being 

forced to limit their kids socialization much to the child’s chagrin, I believe it speaks volumes that my 3 

daughters have chosen LGA as their current safe space.   

 

Respectfully submitted,  

Nicole Kowal 

Nicole_kowal@hotmail.com 

403 – 942 ‐ 4114 

 

 

Off Street Parking to the South 

6:30 pm Tuesday 

2 classes in session. 2 staff on shift. 
Off Street Parking to the North 

Parking Lot, Front and Rear 

Ample space available (18) 



From: Sheler One <sheler1@hotmail.com>  
Sent: Monday, September 28, 2020 3:33 PM 
To: David Sarsfield <David.Sarsfield@lethbridge.ca> 
Subject: [External] Re: Notice of Hearing ‐ Subdivision and Development Appeal Board 
 

September 28, 2020  

To whom it may concern:  

  

We are replying to your letter dated September 4, 2020.   

  

We are in favor of the expansion of the existing fitness facility into two additional bays. We understand 

that this requires a further parking waiver of 13 spaces located at 3‐4 3287 32 Street North and we are 

in full support of this.   

  

We are the owners of Unit #7, 3287 32nd Street North. Should you require any additional clarification or 

information, please do not hestitate to call us at (306) 628‐8118.   

  

Best regards,  

Ervin and Michelle Ausmus  

sheler1@hotmail.com  
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APPLICATION NO. LAND USE DISTRICT LOCATION  
DEV12253 I-B Business Industrial 

District 
# 4 & #5 – 3287 32 Street North 

    
APPELLANT  LANDOWNER  
Andrea Seright 
 

927291 Alberta Ltd 

 
PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT   
To expand an existing business into two additional bays for an additional 328.5m2 (3536 sq ft) for the 
purpose of a fitness facility and a request for waiver of an additional 13 off street parking spaces. 
 
CURRENT DEVELOPMENT    
Seven Bay Industrial Condominium  
 
ADJACENT DEVELOPMENT    
 North  Warehouse 
 South Wholesale/Warehouse – Irrigation Equipment (3225 32 Ave)  & Warehouse 

(3263 32 Ave N) 
 East Public Utility Lot (Overhead Electric Utility Lines)  
 West Lethbridge Sports Park 
    
CONTEXT MAP 
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NOTIFICATION SUMMARY  

Neighbourhood 
Assoc. 
 

N/A 

Neighbourhood No letters were sent to neighbours 

 
   

EVALUATION   
    

Background An application was received on July 23, 2020 to expand an existing fitness 
facility into two vacant bays in an industrial condominium building.  

Fitness Facility means: development offering equipment, instruction in, or 
programs for physical fitness and recreation and may include the 
supplementary retail sale of associated products. A restaurant may be 
incorporated as an accessory use. This term refers to uses such as dance 
studios, fitness centres, gyms, martial arts clubs, and yoga studios.  

All other gymnastic centres have been approved as fitness facilities.  
LAND USE BYLAW SUMMARY 
  
Use: Fitness Facility Discretionary 
  

 Standard Proposed Waiver Requested 

Parking: 1/18m² of activity space 5 13 
 

 

Context This application is before the Subdivision and Development Appeal Board 
because: 

o The decision has been appealed by the applicant. 
 

 

Considerations 

 

Context 

 

 
Compliance with Land Use Bylaw 5700 

o This application does not meet the parking requirements. 
 

 There has already been four off street parking stalls waived for this 
building. Two of these have been for the bay this business currently 
occupies, bay #3 and two spaces for bay #1.  
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 In calculating the parking spaces that are required for the two 
additional bays to be occupied, we credit the number of spaces that 
were originally approved with the development. The original 
development calculated the m² of the building at 1 off street parking 
space per 65m² of gross floor area, which calculated to 23 off street 
parking spaces required for the entire building.  

 The current aerial photo in our system shows 25 off street parking 
spaces, however, two of these spaces are not approved spaces and 
interfere with the 12m turning radius that is required for large trucks to 
navigate the turn around the building. The approved site plan and 
2019 aerial is at the end of this submission.  

 The two bays equal 328.50m² in area and is all activity area, which 
calculates out at 1 space/18m² of gross floor area. This calculated to 
18.25 off street parking stalls required. When you take off the five 
spaces that are currently there for these two bays as originally 
calculated, this puts the parking at a deficit of an additional 13 off 
street parking spaces.  

 A further parking stall waiver of 13 spaces, for a total of 17 off street 
parking stalls waived for the entire building, is equal to a waiver of 74% 
of the parking supply, which is excessive.  

 Although the use is deemed to be appropriate in this location as a 
discretionary use, the parking supply does not support the expansion 
into bays 4 and 5 and will create compatibility issues both internally 
and externally to the property. 

 Internal compatibility is noted because this is a condominium property 
with a total of 7 units with each unit having separate condo title and 
ownership. 

 Bay 1 appears to be vacant and Bays 4 and 5 are also vacant, but are 
the two bays in question for an expansion.  

 Waivers “run with the land”, which means that once a waiver has been 
granted, it will remain with the property indefinitely. An approved use 
also remains, until such time another use is approved in that location. 
If this fitness facility were to vacate the premises, any other fitness 
facility could locate here and not require anything.   

 When evaluating waivers, development authorities must consider the 
capacity for the surrounding area to absorb the waived parking. There 
is on-street parking available on 32 St N, but that is public parking that 
is available to anyone. Not just the occupants of this building. Each of 
the seven units in this building should have access to parking on the 
property. If the gymnastics centre occupied all of the bays, then the 
impacts of a parking waiver would be on their business operation and 
not on a collective group of businesses within the building.  

 The Land Use Bylaw does not regulate business hours, or how many 
clients a fitness facility can have. There are occupant loads that must 
be met through the building code and fire codes, but not through the 
Land Use Bylaw. There is a potential that the occupant could increase 
their occupancy and triple their capacity as they would be occupying 
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Zoning 

two additional bays for a total of three bays. The applicant has stated 
that their current occupancy for their bay is 50 people.  

 In 2017, the previous fitness facility that occupied bay 3 had made an 
application to expand into bay 4. The Development Officer had refused 
the application as the parking waiver was excessive. The refusal was 
appealed to the Subdivision and Development Appeal Board and the 
Board denied the appeal and the decision of the Development Officer 
was confirmed and upheld.  

 

 Parcel is zoned I-B Business Industrial District. 
o Purpose: For the development of light industrial, warehousing 

and limited commercial uses which are compatible with each 
other and with uses in adjacent districts.  

o Fitness Facilities are a discretionary use.  
   

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Legislation & Policy Land Use Bylaw 5700 

 Section 1.4.3 Definitions 
o Fitness Facility 

 
 Section 5.3  - Decision Process for Discretionary Uses 

 
 Section 9.22 – Parking Requirements 

 
 Section 12.2 – I-B Business Industrial District 

 
 
 
Integrated Community Sustainability Plan / Municipal Development Plan: 
 
Integrated Community Sustainability Plan / Municipal Development Plan: 
 

 6.1.1 Lethbridge is a Good Place to Open and Operate a Business 
 

South Saskatchewan Regional Plan 2014-2024 
 

 Complies 
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CONCLUSION  

1. A further waiver of 13 spaces for a total of 17 spaces is excessive. 
2. Parking requirements are based on m² of gross floor area they are not 

based on occupancy loads. 
3. It appears that there are still vacant bays, likelihood that future tenants 

may apply for further parking waivers. 
4. Development applications are evaluated and decided upon based on 

appropriateness and merit.  
5. The original building developer was advised during the original application 

and review process in 2012 that the parking supply did not accommodate 
other potential uses that may have a higher parking requirement. 

6. The original building developer was advised that they should design with a 
surplus of parking to accommodate future and more parking intensive 
uses. Based on previous and present circumstances it is reasonable to 
say that this advice was not taken. We are finding that we are in this 
situation more often. Developers are wanting to maximize their building 
footprints with the minimum parking standards and future owners/tenants 
are the ones that are left with the issues of not meeting the minimum 
parking requirements for their uses.  

7. Business operations and occupants change over time. Property 
ownership and business ownerships also change over time. It is important 
to recognize that waivers are permanent and run with the land.  
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